The latest New Holland СR Revelation combine harvesters arrive to Russia
In Russia, ASB Agricultural Holding is the first buyer of 18 CR Revelation combine harvesters
with a unique two-rotor threshing system. The combines were shipped by NTC, NauchnoTekhnicheskiy Centr, the official dealer of New Holland Agriculture in the North Caucasus Federal
District.
Stavropol, 09 July 2019
The first batch of 18 New Holland CR7.90 combine harvesters was purchased by ASB
agricultural holding as part of the fleet renewal of three of its companies in preparation for the
harvesting season. This is the largest supply of New Holland rotary machines to the south of Russia
over the past five years.
The CR Series unites high performance and perfect grain quality thanks to the uniquely patented
Twin Rotor™ threshing system. The Opti-Clean™ system allows achieving the industry's best 0.1%
for the cleanest grain samples. A variable speed drive for the header and the crop feed elevator
chosen by the client optimizes the flow of incoming mass to the rotors, which is important for highquality harvesting. The new CR Series has an additional advantage: increased engine power for
those working conditions that require increased load on the machine. The ABS companies cultivate
a lot of tilled crops with traumatic stubble. Therefore, the combines have been equipped with the
best tires for reduced pressure on the soil.
The reliable and proven FPT Cursor 9 engine (8.7l) provides users with high performance in the
field. The grain tank capacity is 9.500 litres.
The entire batch of 18 combines is equipped with a PLM monitoring system. This option allows to
track all the parameters of the combines in real time from anywhere in the world.
The new CR combines offer the highest comfort for operators. Cabin volume is increased to 3.7 cu.
m and the glazing area is 6.3 sq. m. The wide curved window of the Harvest Suite cabin guarantees
a perfect view. The floor in front of the cab slopes down into the front windshield, which gives the
operator an excellent overview of the header. Side glass allows you to easily control the process of
unloading. A refrigerator for beverages and food, as well as a handwash tank, have been added
to the air conditioning and filtration system.

“We have a long-standing partnership with NTC,” emphasised Anton Sergeevich Schendrigin, ASB
Deputy General Director for Production. This is a company that not only offers technology, but a
complete solution for agribusiness, highly skilled and professional specialists, and continuous
support. Thanks to these new combines we are now ready to face all the challenges of large-scale
agricultural mechanisation and we aim to achieve the highest results in the upcoming harvesting
season.”
New Holland representatives and the NTC dealer service team are expected at the ABS Agro
Holding`s farms this summer to conduct a series of field operator training with the purpose to
maximise the field productivity of the CR combines during the harvest season.

[ENDS]
New Holland Agriculture's reputation is built on the success of our customers, cash crop producers, livestock farmers,
contractors, vineyards, or groundscare professionals. They can count on the widest offering of innovative products
and services: a full line of equipment, from tractors to harvesting, material handling equipment, complemented by
tailored financial services from a specialist in agriculture. A highly professional global dealer network and New
Holland’s commitment to excellence guarantees the ultimate customer experience for every customer.
For more information on New Holland visit www.newholland.com
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